ZF’s intelligent condition monitoring solutions support rail operators in permanent monitoring, early maintenance planning and predictive maintenance of their fleets. The modular connect@rail system uses integrated sensors and advanced data analysis tools to increase efficiency, reliability, and safety in rail transport. Visit: zf.com/connect-at-rail

Save the Date: ZF Innovation Forum at InnoTrans 2022
Visit the ZF booth 580, hall 20, on Thursday, September 22, 2022, starting at 4:00 pm. Together with partners and customers, ZF will present the connect@rail condition monitoring platform.

WHAT ARE YOU MOST INTERESTED IN SEEING AT INNOTRANS 2022?
After two years of pandemic restrictions, I am most interested in seeing colleagues from across the rail supply industry and the wider sector. Beyond the social value of reconnecting, this InnoTrans edition will be held after a substantial period of introspection about our industry, its benefits to society during normal periods, its essential nature during emergencies and areas that need to be improved. I am interested in exchanging these experiences and how they can be used to create economic recoveries, climate action and more cohesion.

WHAT IS YOUR MAIN REASON FOR ATTENDING THE EVENT THIS YEAR?
European rail suppliers are key enablers of reliable, accessible, and sustainable transport throughout Europe. They are also significant economic contributors. As their representative association, UNIFE believes attending InnoTrans is of strategic importance to advancing our priorities, in the framework of the Green Deal, on the Single European Railway Area, the technologies and innovations that will make it a reality and the legislative and technical progressions that must occur before it can get up and running. Additionally, we will be unveiling, together with Roland Berger, the latest edition of the World Rail Market Study during the event. As with past versions, this publication will serve rail stakeholders as the definitive guide to navigating these challenges by providing a thorough forecast of the global rail market.

WHAT DO YOU THINK ARE THE MAIN CHALLENGES THE RAILWAY SECTOR WILL FACE OVER THE COMING YEARS?
While the pandemic seems to be finally receding, we are now experiencing its aftermaths and issues that lingered throughout that crisis, such as supply chain disruptions, economic slowdowns, and shrinking accessibility for European suppliers worldwide.
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TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU THINK INNOTRANS HELPS AND SUPPORTS THE RAIL SECTOR IN ITS TRANSFORMATION?

The rail sector is, like the mode of transport itself, deeply interconnected. Suppliers, infrastructure managers, railway undertakings and policymakers all work together to create a landscape that best moves people and goods across the EU, neighbouring regions, and the wider world as seamlessly as possible. We will also have the opportunity to discuss research and innovation, as well as the progress made by the Europe’s Rail Joint Undertaking (EU-Rail), the Shift2Rail successor programme.

UNIFE fully supports the European Commission’s (EC) recent Action Plan to boost long-distance, cross border passenger rail: Acceleration of ERTMS deployment, revision and actualisation of the TEN-T Regulation, financial support for suitable rolling stock, support for a rail skills strategy, promoting rail among young people and creating a level playing field between modes and in public procurement will be key to decarbonisation and digitalisation.

WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE MORE OF AT FUTURE INNOTRANS EVENTS?
We would like to see more of the rail community at InnoTrans! We will have a very extensive programme at Stand 660 in Hall 27, and we encourage everyone to come and take advantage of the multitude of discussions that we will be hosting with a wide variety of speakers. Our programme features representatives from the EC, the European Union Agency for Railways (ERA), EU-Rail, the European Union Agency for Cybersecurity, other influential institutions and, of course, UNIFE’s members.

To name just some of the topics we will be exploring: the aforementioned World Rail Market Study results at its launch, our international cooperation with American associations APTA\(^1\) and RSI\(^2\) and Canada’s CARS\(^3\), Gender Equality\(^4\) and Skills\(^5\) and attracting talent to the industry. There will be plenty to see and hear throughout the event, we hope to see all of you there.

Visit UNIFE at InnoTrans: Hall 27, Stand 660

REFERENCES:

1. www.apta.com
2. www.rsiweb.org
3. https://railwaysuppliers.ca/
4. www.unife.org/gender-equity
5. www.unife.org/activities/skills
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The lightest leather on two tracks.

LightCore™ is our lowest carbon, high performance, full substance leather engineered for the rail sector with a unique, durable, micro-light core and built-in ActiveHygiene technology. 33% lighter than standard leather – without sacrificing thickness, strength and durability.

33% lighter | 100% durable

muirhead.co.uk

Visit our team at the Muirhead stand. Hall 5.1, stand 310